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QCHAMBERSTREAM.COM – founded by Dorn Music & BFMI in April 2020
the new streaming channel for chamber music concerts
QCHAMBERSTREAM.COM is THE premiere platform for quality and cutting edge streamed
performances. The philosophy: Quality, Q comes first. The international platform allows select Q
soloists to perform a unique Q program live, broadcast in high-end video and sound Q for an
audience and for interested viewers to experience top Q concerts online. Tickets for the online
concert are sold at EUR 25 and help to secure musicians' fees.
QCHAMBERSTREAM.COM streams from various venues including a century-old art nouveau
mansion in Hannover and the modern and industrial Gravity Media production center in Los
Angeles. Most importantly: The venues look and sounds extraordinary. The feedback from
artists, media and audiences was overwhelming following the first concerts in Hannover and
Los Angeles.

Elisabeth Kuﬀerath (© Bertazzi), Alon Sariei (© Farinha) & Judicaël Perroy (© privat), Kiveli Dörken © (Giorgia Bertazzi)

Featured Artists on QChamberStream:
Elisabeth Kuﬀerath (Violin and Viola)
“I want to thank QChamberStream from the bottom of my heart for this extraordinary
opportunity to express myself through music. Thank you for the great support during the
preparation and execution, the fascinating images and the beautiful sound! I received a lot of
enthusiastic e-mails and messages after the concert. “
Kiveli Dörken (Piano)
“My performance at QChamberStream allowed me to get in touch with my audiences all around
the world. Playing the concert in front of cameras just felt like playing for an audience being
present there.
I knew: The sound and video will be perfect, which is why I could really concentrate on making
music. I am happy for all colleagues who get the same opportunity.”
Judicaël Perroy (Guitar)
"QChamberStream was a unique opportunity to play a concert during Corona-times. The
fantastic team in Los Angeles providing the best technology and professional setting for me
made me feel very comfortable, although being surrounded by cameras instead of people. I am
excitingly looking forward to the upcoming concerts at QChamberStream. “

Tickets are EUR 25 each, allowing the viewer to experience the concert LIVE
or as a catch-up on the QCHAMBERSTREAM.com channel within the week after

Latest concert news at www.qchamberstream.com
or by joining the newsletter for updates on concerts and streaming.
“Our new streaming channel QCHAMBERSTREAM.COM allows select soloists to perform live
for an audience and for interested viewers to experience top quality concerts. In order to
generate fees for the musicians, tickets for the live concert experience are sold. I truly believe in
a revival of chamber music and, together with our partners, will expand the (successfully
started?) format internationally. - Tanja Dorn, leading artist manager and founder of global
artist management and production agency Dorn Music with oﬀices in Hannover and New York.
"Both the musical and the audiovisual quality enhance the viewer’s experience and
subsequently, their willingness to remain with the stream. We work with the artists to
simultaneously promulgate their music and create income opportunities." Bernhard Fleischer, leading producer of concert broadcasts.
Project idea and execution: Tanja Dorn & Bernhard Fleischer
Execution: Dorn Music / www.dornmusic.com
Film producer: www.bfmi.at
Streaming via: qchamberstream.com
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Hinterland. Büro für Kommunikation
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